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In the first part of this paper it is proved that a property of topologiti spaces re- 
cently forr@ated by Larch and Tong is equivalent to G, dkgonality , thereby ielding 
ark allternate proof of a recent rlesult of theirs. This eqivalence also yields several related 
theorems. In the second part it is shown that analogous pestits are valid for spaces with 
9 -Souslin diagonals. C!oxWel&ion of these analogs yields the corollary that compact 
Hausdorff spaces which are countable unions of met&able @owlin subspaces are 
met&able. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54E35,§4EM, 54IiO5,02K30. 
1. Introduction and notation 
The subject of G, diagonals apparently originates with &eider’s 
theorem that compact Hausdorff spaces having G, diagonals are rnetri- 
zable [ 111. It is a subject which has occupieil the attention of sew& 
.contemporary authors (Burke [S], Ceder [6] iuad Okuyama [!?]). 
The first part of this paper (Section 2) continues the study of the G, 
diagonal property. In particular, it is proved thiat a property of topolog- 
ical spaces reeently forrwlated by Larch and Tong in [ 8j is equivalent 
to G, dilgonality. This yields an alternative proof of xhe principal result 
of [S] (see Corollary 2.7). Several other equivalences and related the* 
rems are also established, the proofs of which rely on t?e Larch-Tong 
characterization. The notion of Wh-order d.iag&al” (Definition- 1.2) is 
introduced. 
In a recent article i 31,” the author proved that every compact iausdorff 
space with a ~4’0uslin diagorral is metrizable. Analogs (of the charactetiza- 
tions of G, diagonality, :Including those o:l’ Ceder and 
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gken for $$-Souslin diagonal@ in ‘YZheorem 3.3ad Remark 3.4. Some 
of these characterizations, a  well as Theorem 3.9, &=e stablished by 
Theorem 3.7, which asserts that countableprod~cts o 
F $@ouslin in the product space, It is a corollary to 
compact Hausdorff spaces which are countable unions of met&able 
s are met&able. This relates to a question pose 
Alcxandroff and Urysohn in [ I]. 
1.1 t T be a set and let x E X. The element f of fl defmed 
bY t E T w!!ll be denoted x*. 
By S we shall denote the set of finite sequences of positive integers. 
f (strictly) positive integers with the discrete topology. 
have the product topology. By (tl, t2 . ..) I n we mean 
(t1, t 9 ‘W.9 
h 
Q. If 142 > n, then (t,, t2, . . . . tm) In denotes (tl, t2, . . . . t,). For 
i E N 9 ii denotes i(n). 
fie expression s < i for I E NN means  = i In for some n E N. By 
s G (tp t2* i**s tm) we Wean s = (tl, t2, . . . . tJ for some n < m. 
Let A be a set containing an element a. If {Xt : t E A} is a collection of 
topological spaces, then 7ra. degotes the projection map of n{Xt : t f A) 
onto Xa. 
Let X be a topological space. The family of open sets of X will be de- 
noted g(X). A &%uslin set is one of the form 
u n H(S) 
s<i jleN” 
forsomeH:S+ g(X). 
1.2. A statement “let Al E [T, 61” will be understood to 
mean “let it be ordinal number with 7.G a < 8”. 
(ii) F’or every it E [ 2,0], tht: afh-order diagonal of X is the subset 
}ofXQ.Th d t e iagonalof X will refer to the second-order 
In the context of G, diagonals, it is natural to restrict he range of oc 
efini,tion 1.2 because of the following theorem. 
X and any uncountable set 
ct, not Q-Souslin) in XA. 
. Assui-e, on the contrary, 
pen in XA for every s i 
) : s < i) for some i i 
Let x be any element of 2”. Thus 
For each 12 in N, therefore, a 
of sets open in X exists for which 
{lr,-‘( V,“) : u E An} E U(s’ln) . 
Since 118” n=r A, bs counfable, an element, b, of A -’ U$, A, exists. 
Let y E X with y f x. It follows from equation (#) that f’~ A, where ,f 
is defined 3y 
f( 1 a 
ifu#b, 
ifa = b. 
This is absurd, and so A is not $j-Souslirt. i3 
2. G, diagonals 
The following well-known theorem is clue to &eider [ 11 J. (Generali- 
zations can be found, for example, in [4] and [9] .) 
2.1. Theorem. A compact Ta space is met&able .if and only if it has ix 
G, diirgonal. 0 
2.2. Definition. We shall call a set trivial if it contains at most one ele- 
ment. 
2.3. Definition. A space X has the Larch-Tong property if, for each ele- . 
ment x of X, there is a countable set { V(x, ~1): n E 1 of open neighbor- 
hoods of x such that :=I V(xn, yz) is trivial for every (xn}Fzl C ;Tc. 
er 
nt for Q top0 ce 
, ~03 such that the dh-order 
(5) for every QI in [Z, 01, the &order diagonal of X is a G,. 
2. rk. It is a consequence of Theorem 2.9 below (in which use is 
made of Theorem 2,5) that the following can be added to the list of 
equivalences in Tkorem 2.5. 
(6) There is an ordinal number cy in [ 1, a] suctt that XQ has a C, 
dkzgonul. 
(7) For every ~1 in [ 1, o 1, the space XQ a G, diagonal. 
It is obvious that (5) implies (4) which implies (3). 
ivalent is proved in [(,I. 
e that a E (1, u). Let 
QI for each n. ‘( 





in , let fx 
roperty . 
of ogz neighborhoods as in the definition. et ar be finite, and define L 
Y 
We prove that (xoc : x E X} = L. 
It is obvious that -[x” : x E X) C L. Let (~1, ~2, -*-, Y,)E L* Thus 
for every n in A sequence {x~};=~ exists, therefore, for which 
(Y,, jr,, l *** Y,) f c’(x,, da 
for every n in 
Since fltzl U(se,, IZ) contains at most one element, we have 
(Y,, Y2, l *a# y,)E {P:xE.xj. 
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The Wowing corollary is the principal result of [8 
remark on the existence of a proof using the Urysohn 
’ rem. The proof which they supply in [8] is for use on 
casions”. 
2.7. Corsllary. A compact Hausdorff ce ils metrizable if and only if 
it has the Lo.rch-Tong property. (In fact, any of tJle conditions (I)- -(5) 
oj’nteo~e~ 2.5 or conditions (6) or (7) of Remark 2.6 are necessay and 
safflcient for the metrizability of a compact Hausdorff space.) 
oaf. This is an immediate consequence of eorem 2.1.0 
2.8. Theorem. Let a CE [ 1, w]. For evev O!dhd fi in [ 1 9 a)9 let -YP be a 
topological space containing a G, set HP Then Il{H,: /3 E [ 1, a)} is a 
G, infi(XB: PE [l,a)). 
Proof. See [7, p. 3461. c3 
The proof of the following is left to the reader. 
2.9. Theorem. Let Q be an ordinal number in [ 1, 01, and let 
{ Ys : k < @< a} be a collection ‘of topological spaces. Then II #J$ : 1 < /3< a$ 
has a G, diagonal if and only if Y. has a G, diagonal for every 0 E [ l,a). CJ 
3. @S~uslin diagonals 
ouslin diagonals arises from the following thee- 
3.1. eorem. Every compacf $=Souslin set & a G6. 
4 
aof. If K is countably compact, where K = UI~NN n,, i 
?t = (H(s): s E S) consists of open sets, then 
is a finite cover of 
fallows from heorems 3.2 and 2.1, tTt 
(1) and (2) of t81e J following theorem are an.alogs of e Larch--Tong 
and the Ceder ch acterizations of G, diagox&ity, respectively. , 
e coral 
,FoUowi~2g #e equivakn t. 
t x of X is contained in a +S’ouslin set 
,“m”(x, s) 
such that for eve i in NN and every l [x,}FCI G .X, I’I~=$‘(x,, i In) is 
triviizl. 
(2) For every s in S, there is a family .6? (s) of open sets such that 
0 i X= lJ n Us), 
iENN s<i 
where L(s) is defined as U Q (s), wd 
(ii) for every i E NN and every x E fizz1 L(E 1 n), we ?wve 
(x} = 6 
n=l 
st(x, Q (i In)) . 
(3) There is un ordinal number QC in ([2: U] such that the t@,order 
diagonal of X is g-Souslin. 
(4) X has a g-Souslin diagonal 
(5) For every oc in [2,0], the &order dibgo;ral of X is g-Souslin. 
3.4. Remark. 5t is a consequence of Theorem 3.8 beIow that the fol- 
lowing two equivalent properties may be added to those in Theorem i3.3. 
(6) There is an Ordinal number as E [ 1 9 u:l such that X” has a 
diagonal. 
(7) For every ~1 in [ 1, a], the spac*e P has a $j-So&in dibgonal. 
orem 3.5. It is obvious that (5) implies (4), whiCh implies (3). 
(3) implies (1). Suppose that for some oy in [Z, 03, 
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where E(@ is open in X” for every s in S 
Assume first that Q < xg. For each x in arid s in S, choose an open 
Get H[x, s) of X as follows. 
f xQ E E(s), then 
s)]* c E(s) , 
and if x” C$ E(s), then H(x, s)) = Q. It follows that x E 
NOW let (x,,}~~~ C X, and let f E 
to @ivial. 
now consider the case it = o. For each (x, s) in X ,X S, choose 8x1 
open set H(x, s) as follows. If x0 E E(s), then 
x” f ,“1 r;;;’ [H(x, s)] E E(s) , 
SC 
for some n(s) E N, and if xU 4 E(sj, then H(x, s) = $3. 
It fcliiows thatx E U c N$<l H(x, s). 
The set flzSl 4 V(x,,, i,,r b can e seen to be trivial for every [x~}:& C X. 
(1) implies (5). We show fiit that for each cy in (1) o), Ix? x E X} is 
&Souslin in X5 
For each s in 2:* defme V(s) by 
It follows that (x? x E X} = P, where P is defined by 
,F = 
e now show that {xw: x E X) is @Souslin in Xw. Flm each (x, s) in 
X>z $ define 
For eveq s in 3, define 
t can be shown that {P: x E ) = T, where 
and define H : X X S + Q (X) as follows. If x2 E &s), then 
open set for which 
x2 f [H(x, s)] 2 C E(s) , 
and ifx2 $ E(s), then H(x, s) = 0. 
For each s in S, define .f? (s) by c 
E(s) = {H(x, s): x E X) . 
The following equation holds: 
x= u nrL(s), 
ENN s<t 
where L(s)= U J?(S). Now 1etdE NN and letx E n~&L(tln). It is ob- 
vious that 
{xl c fi st(x, Lqrrn)). 
?l=l 
If z # x then (x, z) $ A, acd so 
(x, z) 4 f=I (E(s): s C i) . 
Thus (x, z) $ E(i I n) for some n ira N, and so (x, z) 4 [H( y, f I I()]~ for 
every y in X. In$u-ticular, z $6 H( y, i I n) for all y in X, from which it 
foIllows that 
e also have 
0 s. = {U2 : C’E A?(s)}. 
t cath be slmwna that 
3.5. . Since (1) of the previous theorem implies that the singletons 
of X are G6’s, it follows that every space with a $$-Souslin (e.g. G,) diag- 
onal has G, singletons. The converse is false, In fact, even compact Ha-us- 
dorff first countable spaces do not necessarily have $$-Souslin diagonals, 
otherwise they would necessarily be me&able by Theorem 2.1. The 
lexicographic order tepo;ogy on the unit square is a counterexample. 
3.6, Corollary. A necessary a;id sufficient condition for a compact Haw 
dorff space to be metr&aUe is that it satisfy one of the conditions (l), 
(2), (3), (4) it (5) of Theorem 3.3, or (6) or (7) menrioned in Remark 
3.4. 
oof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and 2.1 .O 
. Let-a E [2, ~~9 . For every ordinal p in [ 1, let Xa be a 
ce containiJlg g&uslin set HP Then lI : PE La)) 
ifs @%usZin in Il{X@ : /3 E [ 1, ew)). 
tvitl3 U(s, fl) open in .X@ for eveqI’ p in [ 1 9 a). 
ssume ~first that 43 < w. : c.lefine 
& ;_, 
* Sk c. -’ I, then we set 
p t5J, .,., P n ) = fl) x U(t,) x . . . x bY(t,, x xn+l x x0+2 x .*. x Xa_l l 
z <Pa ) then we put 
Finally, if II = k(a - l), where k 3 1, then we set 
V(t,, 43, . . . . v = uG t(*-,)+l* .* ’ t(R-l)l*, ! - ;I )+I) 
for some i(p) in NN, T’ilus 
( Xl* “2, l -‘? X*-l E 
vvhwe 
V( j t PI) for all n in 
i(at - ‘)I, i’(l),!, i2),, . ..) &r - 1)2, . ..‘) . 
i(k),S !t follows thalt 
I.92 E.3. Brde / @kd.ri diirlgonals 
e now turn to the case Q = w, &fining i 
W(t, t2, tp t-q, it2 x U(t3) x x, x x4 x ..* 
W(t,, t2’ tj, t$= U(t,, tp ts) x U(t3) x x3 x x4 x .** 
W(tp t-2, sca9 ts)= U(tp t2, t4) x U(t,, ts) x x, x xx4 x *a* 
w(tp t,, b-*9 t&= U(t,, t2, t4) x U(t3, ts) x U&j) x x4 x xs x a** 
W(tp t2, ..*, t,)= U(ij, 5’ $ i )X U(tj,tjjX Utt&X U(t,)X X5X X6X l e. 
WV,, $I l a-9 t,)= U(tr t2, t4, ts) x U(t,, $1 x U(t& x u&) x x, x Xk x l ** 
. . 
It follows, in a manner similar to t e first part of thz proof, that 
3. kxxem. Let rlll be an ordinal number in [ 1, ~1, and let {YP: 1 G p< a} 
be Q CC llection of topological s,Dac&s. Then II{ Ya: 1< f? <I a) has a 
g=Souslin diagonal qand only if yfi has a d_Sotrslin diagonal for every p 
in [I,QI). 
e pi-eua -f C& the sufficiency part of &is theorem is almost identi- 
cal to that of Theorem 2.9, 
art we show that if X :? Y has a $$-Souslin 
et 
of cwen sets de%rmed by. . 
n element of YF and define 
Siltice 
it follows that 
Suppose that (x&& 
which is trivial. Thus n;& V(X,~ f t n) is trivial, md so X has a.+Souslin 
diagonal by Theorem 3.3 (1). ci 
Smirrov [ 101 proved that no GII~J& non-metria;able Hausdorff 
space is the countable union of s~cc& c:uun~&k metrkable subspaces. 
In the same vein, we have the fc9lowing theorem. 
3.9. Theorem. No compact non-rnetrizable Hausdorff space id the 
ble union of $j-Soush mm&able subspaces. 
(More generalZy, a tqvcslogkal space has Q $?-Suuslin d@fmal &f and 
only if it is a countable uniova of $j-So&n subspacs-3 !eack 0f whikh hcwl 
a 9 -Souslin diagonal, )
3.1 mark, (1) That the parenthetical statement is indeed rngrc 
general is a cogsequence of Colollary X2. 
(2) As Alexandroff and Urysuhn pointed out in [ 11, it is easy &o see 
that compact Hausdorff spacies are metrizable if..they are the ~.~~k~ns oa” 
countably many open metrizable subspaces. 
194’ EL Braude / O-SOU~~ disglDMljls 
ooi’. Let A be $-Souslin in X and let B = s<i L(s), with 
t : S -+ 9 (A). For each s in S, L(s) = A n V’(s) for some V(s) in s(X). 
Thus 
the intersection of two 9-Sc~usiin subsets of X, and so B is @Souslin in 
x a 
IWQ~ of Theorem 3.9. Assume that X = lJ&, H,, where each I& is 
S-Souslin. Let A be the diagonal in X2, and Am that in H(an)2. 
Since H@J2 is $$-Sauslin X2 by Theorem 3.7, and A,,, is g-Souslin 
in H(PIz)~, it fc4lows fronds Lemma 3.11 that Am is $j-Souslin in X2. Since 
A= U&1 m A and @&x&in sets are closed under countable unions, 
the set A is Q-Souslin in 3, a contradiction. Cl 
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